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ABSTRACT
SARS-CoV-2, the causative agent behind the ongoing pandemic exhibits an enhanced potential for
infection when compared to its related family members- the SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV; which have
caused similar disease outbreaks in the past. The severity of the global health burden, increasing mor-
tality rate and the emergent economic crisis urgently demands the development of next generation
vaccines. Amongst such emergent next generation vaccines are the multi-epitope subunit vaccines,
which hold promise in combating deadly pathogens. In this study we have exploited immunoinfor-
matics applications to delineate a vaccine candidate possessing multiple B and T cells epitopes by
utilizing the SARS-CoV-2 non structural and structural proteins. The antigenicity potential, safety, struc-
tural stability and the production feasibility of the designed construct was evaluated computationally.
Furthermore, due to the known role of human TLR-3 immune receptor in viral sensing, which facili-
tates host cells activation for an immune response, the vaccine construct was examined for its binding
efficiency using molecular docking and molecular dynamics simulation studies, which resulted in
strong and stable interactions. Finally, the immune simulation studies suggested an effective immune
response on vaccine administration. Overall, the immunoinformatics analysis advocates that the pro-
posed vaccine candidate is safe and immunogenic and therefore can be pushed as a lead for in vitro
and in vivo investigations.
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1. Introduction

Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) effectuated by the severe
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 virus (SARS-CoV-2),
is a globally asserted pandemic by the World Health
Organization (WHO) (Bianchi et al., 2020; Perlman & Netland,
2009).The outbreak was first documented from Wuhan,
China, in 2019 (Riou & Althaus, 2020). The highly infectious
and deadly virus has been successful in proliferating to 218
countries and territories around the globe till date.
According to World Health Organization (WHO), by 18th Mar,
2021, there are 120,915,219 known cases of Covid-19 world-
wide, out of which 53,340,393 cases alone are attributed to
America, while Europe has 41,811,235 cases, leading to a
death toll of over 2,674,078 worldwide. Coronaviruses
belongs to the family Coronaviridae (that encompasses two
subfamilies of Coronavirinae and Torovirinae), of the order
Nidovirales (Cavanagh, 2005; Emmanuel, 2020). These are
large, enveloped, positive-stranded RNA viruses, with a gen-
ome size typically ranging from 27 to 32 kb, largest amongst
all RNA viruses. The nucleocapsid protein (N) forms a helical

capsid structure that captures the viral genome inside it, this
capsid is enclosed by an envelope comprising the mem-
brane (M) protein, envelope (E) protein, and the spike (S)
protein (Nieto-Torres et al., 2011; Venkatagopalan et
al., 2015).

In the past vaccine development against the outbreaks of
SARS and MERS have accomplished limited success, which
indicates that developing the vaccine against COVID-19
could be a formidable task to achieve (Hilgenfeld & Peiris,
2013; Ojha et al., 2020). Recently, among other approaches,
the multi epitope subunit vaccine (MESV) has proved to be
an efficacious approach against the virus. Various in silico
tools could rationally provide a competent vaccine construct
that can be pursued further. A successful vaccine candidate,
demands attributes such as high immunogenicity, antigenic-
ity and acceptable physicochemical properties along with no
allergenicity and toxicity. The designing of a vaccine using
the MESV approach could exactly address these issues
(Urrutia-Baca et al., 2019). To date numerous vaccines have
been created using in silico methods against various viruses
such as the Hepatitis C virus, Human immunodeficiency
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virus-1, and many more (Nezafat et al., 2016; Yang et al.,
2015).Short stretches of amino acid residues from antigenic
proteins called as epitopes, are recognisable by B-cell
Lymphocytes (BCL), Helper T Lymphocytes (HTL) and
Cytotoxic T Lymphocytes (CTL) which may evoke a direct
and vigorous immune reaction as compared to the response
produced by a whole protein alone (Kao & Hodges, 2009).
Many innovative vaccination strategies centred on rational
design of B- and T-cell epitopes from one and/or several
immunogenic stretches of different pathogens are now
advancing to the clinical trials phase (Farhani, 2019; Li et al.,
2014; Oyarz�un & Kobe, 2016; Skwarczynski & Toth, 2016).
However, the malaria vaccine MosquirixTM also known as
RTS, S is the only licensed multi epitope based vaccine to be
available currently (Laurens, 2019; Oyarz�un & Kobe, 2016). In
late 2019, this vaccine was authorized for use in three
African countries on children in high risk groups, by the
WHO (Adepoju, 2019; Schuerman, 2019). Since the emer-
gence of the novel coronavirus or SARS CoV-2 and the real-
isation of its catastrophic proficiency, researchers all across
the world have been trying to advance both prophylactic
and therapeutic treatments against it. The availability of the
whole genome sequence of SARS-Cov-2 has provided a bet-
ter understanding, for the development of vaccines, diagnos-
tics and therapeutics against the same (Hilgenfeld & Peiris,
2013; Ratnadeep Saha, 2020). Immunoinformatics and reverse
vaccinology has the advantage of providing the scientific
community with proficient leads in a short span of time.

The engineered vaccine construct proposed in the current
study utilizes non-toxic antigenic epitopes against B (BCL)
and T cells (HTL/TH and CTL/TC) by utilizing non-structural
proteins viz. non-structural protein 2 (NSP2), non-structural
protein 8 (NSP8), and non-structural protein13 (NSP13)/heli-
case, which are referred as the tool proteins executing the
viral replication (Ojha et al., 2020) and structural proteins,
namely nucleoprotein (N) and receptor binding domain
(RBD) of the spike (S) protein. NSP2 is known to be con-
served in both SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2; it binds to host
proteins prohibitin 1 and prohibitin 2 that are vital for cell
cycle passage, cellular differentiation, apoptosis, cell migra-
tion and mitochondrial biogenesis. NSP2 binding is critical in
disruption of the host cellular environment (Yoshimoto,
2020). Further, recent evidences have shown that the highly
contagious nature of SARS-Cov-2 might be because of a sta-
bilizing mutation in the endosome associated protein like
domain of the NSP2 protein (Angeletti et al., 2020); thereby
making it an important target for vaccine development.
NSP8, a peptide cofactor forms a heterodimer with another
peptide cofactor, NSP7 and this complex in turn binds
NSP12, which eventually organizes the RNA polymerase com-
plex (Yoshimoto, 2020). This makes it a valuable protein for
vaccine search. The nucleoprotein is a major SARS-CoV struc-
tural protein which is known to bind RNA and stabilize it
(Yoshimoto, 2020). The SARS-CoV-2 nucleoprotein displays
94% homology to the nucleoprotein of the SARS-CoV; and
likewise, it also suppresses RNAi by sequestrating ds RNA;
and is thus directly involved in viral RNA replication. Because
of this suppression, the N protein represents an important

factor in host immune evasion by SARS-Cov-2 and therefore,
contributes to its pathogenicity; implying that it can also
play a crucial role in developing an effective vaccine (Mu et
al., 2020). The spike protein (S), facilitates the viral attach-
ment and, thus, the virus entry into the host cells (Shang et
al., 2020). The RBD of the spike protein specifically recognizes
the human Ace2 receptor. This receptor recognition is crucial
for the pathogenesis and host range along with viral infectiv-
ity, making it another vital target for vaccine development
(Shang et al., 2020).

The proposed vaccine construct has been evaluated for its
immunogenic potential, through interaction studies with the
human TLR3 immune receptor molecule. TLR3 is involved in
viral sensing through the recognition of viral RNA in endo-
somes, and facilitating host cells activation for an immune
response (Iwasaki & Yang, 2020).Molecular docking and
molecular dynamics (MD) simulation analyses were carried
out to deduce plausible interplay between the vaccine con-
struct and TLR3. This was followed by conducting immune-
simulation studies that provided an overview of the possible
immune response that could be elicited on administration of
the purported vaccine.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Servers and tools

All servers and tools utilized in the study are mentioned in
their corresponding sections of usage and their links are pro-
vided in Supplementary Table 8.

2.2. Selection of proteins

The available literature for the SARS-CoV-2 was surveyed and
based on it we decided to incorporate structural as well as
non-structural proteins of its proteome into creation of a
multi-epitope subunit vaccine candidate. The complete pep-
tide sequence for each of the structural and non-structural
proteins encoded by this virus was downloaded from the
NCBI database, in the form of FASTA files. All the structural
and non-structural proteins were analysed for their immuno-
genic potential via ANTIGENpro tool of the Scratch protein
properties interpreter server (Ojha et al., 2020). Those pro-
teins that exhibited a higher ANTIGENpro score (>0.65) were
taken forward into the investigation. To ensure that the
selected proteins exhibit no similarity to any human protein,
a BLASTp search was conducted for each individual protein
against the human protein dataset.

2.3. Identification of B cell epitopes

The filtered antigenic proteins of SARS-CoV-2, bearing insig-
nificant homology with the human proteome, obtained from
the previous step, were individually subjected to analysis by
ABCpred server. The ABCpred server is routinely employed in
reverse vaccinology for machine learning and artificial neural
network (ANN) based computation of amino acid stretches
within antigens that can mediate a humoral immune
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response on interactions with B-lymphocytes under physio-
logical conditions. The default threshold value and window
size of 10 were used in identification of the epitopes (Ojha
et al., 2020). The default threshold value of 0.51 is based on
the evaluation of the sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, and
positive prediction values and results in optimal performance
by the server.

2.4. Identification of TH cell epitopes

For predicting Helper T lymphocytes- MHCII recognised epit-
opes, the IEDB database was utilized. The selection of pre-
dicted binders can be based on the percentile rank or MHC
binding affinity. IEDB currently recommends making selec-
tions based on a consensus percentile rank and the same
strategy was employed in the current study. Individually,
each antigenic protein sequence was provided as input to T
cell epitope- MHCII binding tool of IEDB, while selecting the
complete human HLA reference set in the parameter win-
dow. The rationale behind selecting the entire HLA reference
set was to yield epitopes covering all the globally present
MHC II alleles (Ojha et al., 2020).

2.5. Identification of TC cell epitopes

Long lasting cellular immunity is provided by the develop-
ment of cytotoxic cells on being presented with MHC-I
bound antigenic peptides or epitopes. Cytotoxic cells have
the ability to eliminate the circulating virus and the virus
infected cells. The prediction of Cytotoxic T Lymphocytes-
MHCI binding epitopes was accomplished by employing the
Net-CTL 1.2 server. It utilizes ANN, and yields the immuno-
genic epitopes, by envisaging functions such as- MHCI bind-
ing affinity, proficiency of proteasomal cleavage sites and
transporter associated with antigen processing (TAP). The
amino acid sequence corresponding to each antigenic pro-
tein was provided as an input to the server individually. The
epitopes were predicted by selecting default parameters (to
give an optimal performance of epitope prediction and spe-
cificity as described on the server website) for the three
MHCI supertypes- A2, A3 and B7, as these three collectively
cover >88% of the global population (Ojha et al., 2020; Sette
& Sidney, 1999; Shen et al., 2018).

2.6. Assessment of toxicity, prediction of antigenic
potency and merging of epitopes to generate the
vaccine construct and its efficacy determination

Toxicity of all the generated epitopes was assessed by
employing the ToxinPred server which utilizes models formu-
lated on the technique of machine learning and quantitative
matrix, by applying various peptide properties, for predicting
toxicity of the input peptide/protein sequence (Nosrati et al.,
2019; Ojha et al., 2020). Before combining the different non
toxic epitopes for fabricating the vaccine construct, the anti-
genic potential of each of these predicted B, TH and TC cell
epitopes were determined by using VaxiJen (version 2.0) ser-
ver that is available online. VaxiJen, replaces conventional

alignment-based strategies with the auto-cross covariance
(ACC) methodology to yield reliable results, when predicting
antigenicity. A higher VaxiJen score is indicative of an
enhanced antigenicity potential.

The predicted epitopes that yielded lower VaxiJen scores
(below the threshold value of 0.4) were left out of the vac-
cine design study. The remaining epitopes were joined
together with the aid of well-known linker/spacer amino
acids sequences. The merging of epitopes was performed in
the following order –starting at the amino (N) terminal, the
peptide sequence corresponding to the beta defensin-3 adju-
vant was incorporated, which was linked to the collection of
different cell epitopes using the linker sequence ‘EAAK’. The
B cell epitopes were fused with each other using the ‘KK’
amino acids, the ‘GPGPG’ linker was used for combining the
different TH cell epitopes and the TC cell epitopes were
linked in series by means of the ‘AAY’ linker. The different
linkers utilized, have been chosen based on previous reports
and are known to perform specific functions, such as
increased proteasome processing (KK linker) (Yano et al.,
2005), improved protein flexibility (GPGPG linker) (Livingston
et al., 2002), providing a site for proteasomal cleavage (AAY
linker) (Ojha et al., 2019) and promoting a helix secondary
structure formations (EAAAK linker) (Ojha et al., 2020) in the
designed protein (vaccine molecule). The human beta defen-
sin-3 is a well-known TLR-3 agonist, and increases the
immunogenic potential of a vaccine by enhancing the effect-
ivity of the humoral and cellular immune response, which
defines its application in the current study (Gupta et al.,
2020; Mohan et al., 2013). The VaxiJen server and
ANTIGENpro tool of SCRATCH suite were utilized to check
the efficacy of the fabricated construct. In order to ensure
the use of an effective adjuvant, L7/L12 ribosomal
protein and HABA protein, which are other routine adjuvants
utilized in formulation of vaccines, was also attempted
(Sarkar et al., 2020).

2.7. Physiochemical properties and safety assessment of
the designed vaccine construct

The ExPASy portal’s ProtParam tool, and the PepCalc tools
were utilized for physiochemical evaluation of the designed
vaccine construct (Nosrati et al., 2019; Ojha et al., 2020).
Additionally, the possible solubility of this protein upon over-
expression in E. coli, was computed by the SOLpro tool of
the Scratch suite. For assessing the safety and allergenicity of
the proposed vaccine construct, Algpred, AllerTop and
AllergenFP webservers were utilized, which are freely avail-
able online (Dimitrov et al., 2014; Naik et al., 2020). These
servers use sequence matching and machine learning algo-
rithms, for predicting the allergenicity of a given peptide or
protein sequence.

2.8. Prediction of trans-membrane helices

The membrane localized proteins bearing single or multiple
trans-membrane domains, may not be explored by B cells for
an immune response. Therefore, the vaccine construct was
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evaluated for the presence of a possible trans-membrane
helix conformation using the TMHMM, TMPred and the
TOPCONS servers. The TOPCONS server also evaluates the
presence of a possible signal peptide (SigP) cleavage site in
the construct (Pourseif et al., 2019).

2.9. MHC alleles cluster analysis

The human MHC genomic region (HLA) is known to contain
several thousand alleles, and is therefore extremely poly-
morphic (Thomsen et al., 2013). Thus, it is important to iden-
tify MHC allele molecules that might possess similar binding
specificities for the vaccine construct. This was accomplished
through the MHCcluster server. During the execution of this
analysis, the default values for the parameters (sum of pepti-
des to be involved, the number of bootstrap calculations,
fraction of peptides to include in correlation), were selected
while utilizing the A2, A3 and B7 supertypes for MHC class-I
and the corresponding HTL epitope allele (supplementary
table 3) for MHC class-II. The server produces a MHC specifi-
city tree and a MHC specificity heat map.

2.10. Population coverage and conservancy analysis

The total population coverage was evaluated using the IEDB
population coverage analysis tool (https://tools.iedb.org/
population/) against MHC class-I and MHC class-II binding
alleles. The tool investigates the total population covered by
the epitopes of the proposed vaccine. Since, COVID-19 is a
global pandemic, the entire world was selected for analysis,
while keeping other parameters as default (Bui et al., 2006;
Kar et al., 2020).

Conservancy status of the different epitopes used in fabri-
cating the vaccine construct was evaluated using the conserva-
tion across the antigen tool (http://tools.iedb.org/conservancy/
) of IEDB (Bui et al., 2007). The amino acid sequence corre-
sponding to the individual ORF’s for each of the selected pro-
teins (NSP2, NSP8, NSP13, RBD and N) was retrieved in FASTA
format, from all the SARS-CoV-2 reference genomes/CDS (92 in
total) which are freely available at NCBI. Next, the epitopes uti-
lized in creating the vaccine construct (as explained in the pre-
vious sections) from each of the above-mentioned proteins,
were separately examined for their conservancy against their
respective protein sequences, downloaded as described above
(for all the 92 different strains/reference genomes of SARS-
CoV-2 sequenced worldwide). The epitope linear sequence
conservancy was evaluated by keeping the sequence identity
threshold to>¼50%.

2.11. Tertiary structure prediction

The three-dimensional structure of the designed multi-epi-
tope vaccine was computed by the 3Dpro tool of the
Scratch suite. This tool combines the use of predicted sec-
ondary structural features, a fragment library and energy
terms derived from the PDB statistics to generate the
tertiary structure of a given amino acid sequence (Cheng
et al., 2005).

2.12. Modelled structure’s refinement and validation

The predicted 3D models for a given protein sequence are
likely to have biophysical and topological errors such as
unusual bond angles and lengths, irregular contacts or
hydrogen bonds, and non-physical atomic clashes, which
restrains their usage for further studies. Thus, it is essential
to alleviate the errors and improve their stereochemistry
through structural relaxation. As a single-long model-sam-
pling protocol is usually found trapped in local energy
minima (Garg et al., 2016; Runthala, 2012; Runthala &
Chowdhury, 2019), the energetic landscape of the con-
structed model was traversed through Modeller 9.24 (Webb
& Sali, 2016) to select the lowest normalized energy model
with the lowest Molprobity score (V. B. Chen et al., 2010).
The sampling is iteratively implemented until convergence
(Runthala & Chowdhury, 2014). Modeller 9.24 was thus uti-
lized to generate an energy refined structure for the
designed vaccine construct. The refined structure was subse-
quently analysed for structural stability through online avail-
able applications like ProSA-web, PROCHECK and ERRAT.

2.13. Molecular interaction study with TLR-3

The possibility of an interaction with the immune receptor
molecule -TLR3, for the designed vaccine construct was pre-
dicted via performing a molecular docking study. The human
TLR-3 protein structure (PDB ID: 2A0Z), was downloaded
from the RCSB PDB database and the refined vaccine struc-
ture obtained as described previously, served as the ligand
for this receptor. .The likely interaction between the two pro-
tein molecules was checked using the High Ambiguity
Driven protein-protein docking (HADDOCK) server. HADDOCK
is different from other docking methods as it integrates a
wide variety of experimental and bioinformatics data to
guide the modelling process (Van Zundert et al., 2016). The
active and passive amino acid residues of the receptor as
well as the ligand, and their energy minimized PDB struc-
tures, are pre-requisites for performing docking by
HADDOCK. To obtain these interactive residues, initially the
CPROT tool was utilized which also demands PDB structures
of the protein molecules as input. Docking was executed by
the HADDOCK server after successful submission of all the
input requirements.

2.14. Molecular dynamics simulations of TLR-3 and
premeditated vaccine candidate

In this study, the TLR-3 and designed vaccine candidate
docked complex was simulated with the help of GROMACS
(GROningen Machine for Chemical Simulation) v5.0 program,
utilizing the GROMOS96 54a7 force field, having water model
SPC216 along with time step 1 fs for 20 ns (Abraham et al.,
2015). It is a command line based application where various
trajectory files are generated through all time frames and the
motion of every atomic coordinate is defined. The simulation
box for the MD run was produced, having a size of
10.075� 8.901� 7.011 nm, which was later filled with about
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78659 water molecules of SPC model for TLR-3-vaccine can-
didate complex simulation system. The total charge on TLR-
3-vaccine candidate complex was found to be �6.000e,
therefore to neutralize charge þ6.000e was appended into
the simulation system by compensating the water molecules
in arbitrary locations inside the simulation box. The NPT
ensembles, along with periodic boundary conditions, were
utilized to carry out MD simulations. A cut-off of 12 Å was
used in order to achieve the Vander Waals forces. The
Particle Mesh Ewald model having a cut-off of 14 Å was fur-
ther utilized to compute the electrostatic interactions
(Darden et al., 1993). The TLR-3-vaccine candidate was sol-
vated through a slab of about 10 Å in all directions. The
neighbour list was rationalised to a frequency of 10 ps.

The simulation system consisted of four key steps. The
first phase involved the energy minimization of the whole
system employing the integrator of steepest descent in per-
petuation with subsequent integrator of conjugate gradients
algorithms. The second phase comprised of minimization
and molecular dynamics of NVT and NPT ensembles for
500 ps and 1000ps respectively, permitting the solvents and
ions to evolve (here the starting configuration for the struc-
tures was kept similar). The third phase involved heating of
the systems, having a lower temperature coupling (s¼ 0.1 ps)
along with pressure coupling (s¼ 0.5 ps) to achieve equilib-
rium at 300 K and 1 atm of temperature and pressure. In the
equilibration phase, the thermostat and barostat were esti-
mated through the Berendsen algorithm (Berendsen et al.,
1984). The hydrogen-containing bond lengths were
repressed with the help of the LINCS algorithm (Hess et al.,
1997). The last and fourth phase, termed as the production
step is where the MD simulations for 20 ns at 300 K tempera-
ture having 2 fs of time step were completed, and the final
structures were attained. The Maxwell Boltzmann distribution
was employed in order to reassign the velocities at each
step. Nose Hoover thermostat and Parrinello Rahman baro-
stat were the respective thermostat and barostat for the final
MD or production run (Berendsen et al., 1984).

Various interpretations were achieved with the assistance
of inbuilt investigation commands of GROMACS. The root
mean square deviation (RMSD) is a magnitude of the dimen-
sional inequality between the two stagnant structures, and
RMSD calculation is attained depending upon the native
structure and every consecutive trajectory frame in the simu-
lation. Furthermore, the root mean square fluctuation (RMSF)
profile measures the displacement of every amino acid resi-
due relative to the fluctuation about an average position
within all MD simulations (Knapp et al., 2011). Therefore,
RMSD and RMSF of TLR-3-vaccine candidate complex were
determined to scrutinize stability and residual fluctuations.
Further, the radius of gyration (Rg) was examined to estimate
the compactness of the simulation system. Also, the hydro-
gen bond study was accomplished to check the neighboring
interactions within the simulation system, including the
hydrophobic interactions with the help of the DimPlot tool
for TLR-3-vaccine complex before and after simulation.

Additionally, solvent accessibility surface area (SASA) was
also computed to scrutinize the solvent attributable areas of

TLR-3-vaccine candidate complex. Cluster exploration with a
cut-off value of 0.25 nm liable upon the RMSD profile was
employed to identify the most prominent conformations,
found intermittently throughout the trajectory. Here, all
the structures having RMSD values of below 0.25 nm for all
components within a cluster are incorporated to the initial
cluster. It is rare that a molecule displaying a RMSD value
higher than 0.25 nm from other cluster, prospectively be
treated as a structure. The secondary structure interpretation
was also achieved by the DSSP program (Martin et al., 2005).
The visualization of protein nature throughout the entire
simulation was accomplished through Visual Molecular
Dynamics (VMD) (Humphrey et al., 1996) and UCSF Chimera
(Pettersen et al., 2004).

2.15. Immune simulation

The in silico immune reaction produced by the proposed vac-
cine construct was determined using C-ImmSim server (Rapin
et al., 2010). It is an online available, dynamic immune simula-
tion tool that produces well constructed and compatible
results, by utilizing basic principles of immunology. The multi-
level model expresses the immune reaction at the mesoscopic
level, while considering the perception operations between
immune system mediators, based on prediction tools for epi-
tope identification. The default parameters were selected,
which included 100 simulation steps (1 simulation step � 8 h)
with 10 mL of simulation volume of the antigen. The amino
acid sequence of the proposed vaccine candidate was given as
an input for executing the study. Since, at this juncture, the
clinical data regarding the HLA susceptibility is missing, the
HLA selection was also taken as default.

2.16. Codon optimization and design of expression
vector

For over-expressing the proposed vaccine candidate in an
appropriate E. coli expression vector, the protein sequence of
the construct was reverse translated into the corresponding
coding DNA sequence by utilizing the Gene infinity server,
assembled on the codon usage of the E.coli K12 strain.
Thereafter, using the GenScript tool, the optimized DNA
sequence was examined based on parameters that are cru-
cial for successful recombinant protein expression. These
parameters include GC content, codon adaptation index
(CAI), and codon frequency distribution (CFD) (Nosrati et al.,
2019). Finally, the expression vector design was executed
through the WebDSV ver. 2.0 server using the sequence of
the expression vector, pET28a (þ) which was retrieved from
the ‘addgene’ vector database (Bhattacharya et al., 2020).

3. Results

3.1. Antigenic proteins selection, their retrieval and
homology with human proteome

There exist two kinds of proteins in SARS-Cov-2 proteome,
the non structural and the structural proteins. The non
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structural proteins principally participate in the process of
viral replication, whereas the structural proteins function in
the progression of viral assembly and infection within the
host (Mirza & Froeyen, 2020). Therefore, both classes of pro-
teins should bear equal consideration while either develop-
ing a vaccine or a drug. In this study too, we considered a
combination of both non structural and structural proteins
for fabricating a vaccine. All the proteins encoded by the
SARS CoV 2 proteome were analysed for their immunogenic
potential via ANTIGENprotool. The NSP2, NSP5, NSP8, NSP9,
NSP10, NSP14, NSP15, NSP16, NSP13/Helicase (H),
Nucleoprotein (N), Spike glycoprotein (S) and separately only
the RBD region of S protein exhibited high antigenicity with
score greater than 0.65 (Supplementary Table 1). Since the
previous study by Ojha et al. (2020) had utilized NSP5,
NSP14, NSP13, NSP15 and NSP16 for creating a vaccine con-
struct against SARS CoV-2, we decided to exclude all these
proteins from our study except for the helicase. Utilizing RBD
as opposed to the complete S protein is more advantageous
as it eliminates the possibility of immunopotentiation, which
is observed as a result of the presence of certain epitopes in
the complete S protein (Amanat & Krammer, 2020; W. H.
Chen et al., 2020; Jiang et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2016).
Another observation was that RBD exhibited a higher antige-
nicity score as compared to S, thus RBD was preferred over S
in this study. The BLASTp similarity check revealed viral heli-
case to display 22.4% of sequence identity to the human
ZGRF1 isoform X10 protein, with a query coverage of just
34%. Since, the probability of cross reactivity is considered as
very low, if the similarity between human and pathogen pro-
teins is less than 40% (Pearson, 2013) we selected helicase
for our further studies. Similarly, the nucleoprotein exhibited
55.56% identity with the human immunoglobin heavy chain
junction region which appears high, but considering the
exhibited query coverage value of just 4% and a high e-value
of 5.4 in the BLASTp results, it was deemed insignificant. On
this basis nucleocapsid protein was also taken forward into
the investigation. All the other proteins that qualified antige-
nicity filter did not show any similarity against the
human proteome.

3.2. B cell epitopes prediction

For eliciting an ideal humoral immune response, recognition
of B cell epitopes by the B-cell receptors is essential. The
designed vaccine therefore must present the B cell epitopes
so that an efficient immune response can be triggered. The
ABCPred server predicted the B cell epitopes against each
selected protein. Based on their ranking and the highest
score, the best epitope of 10 mer length for each protein
was chosen for further investigations (Supplementary
Table 2).

3.3. TH cell epitopes prediction

The HTL epitopes play a vital part in producing both
humoral and cellular immune responses. These epitopes
yield helper cell (TH) responses, that are essential for the

development of both memory cytotoxic cells (TC) and stimu-
lation of B-cells for antibody production. The IEDB database
was utilized to predict Helper T lymphocytes- MHCII recog-
nised epitopes for each protein. The percentile rank and IC50
values were the main criterias utilized for selection of the
predicted epitopes (specifically a cut off in percentile rank of
less than or equal to 0.9 and an IC50value of below or equal
to 50). Lower the percentile rank and the IC50 value, better is
the binding efficiency of the epitope (Ojha et al., 2020). In
order to cover maximum population possible, the complete
human HLA reference set was stipulated in the parameter
window. The best two epitopes for each protein were
selected. The preferred TH cell epitopes with their IC50 value
and the percentile rank score are presented in supplemen-
tary file in Table 3.

3.4. TC cell epitopes prediction

The Net-CTL server was applied to identify the TC cell epito-
pes. Barring the supertype selection, all other parameters
such as threshold value (0.75), C-terminal cleavage (0.15),
and TAP transport efficiency (0.05) were set to default values.
The HLA supertype selection determines the specific and effi-
cient perception of epitopes for T cell which are aimed at
several viral diseases, including SARS, MERS, HIV and MMR
(Ojha et al., 2020). Based on the fact that A2, A3 and B7 HLA
supertypes together cover more than 88% of the global
population, epitopes were predicted by selecting these
supertypes in the parameter window. The study resulted in
identification of 3 epitopes, each for every protein
(Supplementary Table 4).

3.5. Prediction of antigenicity of the epitopes,
assessment of toxicity and construction of the multi
epitope vaccine construct and its efficacy
determination

All the epitopes identified for the proteins NSP 2, NSP 8, NSP
9, NSP 10, NSP13/H, N and RBD were evaluated for their indi-
vidual antigenicity using the VaxiJen server (Supplementary
Tables 2–4). Those epitopes which exhibited VaxiJen scores
below the threshold value of 0.4, were left out from the
study. It was observed that certain epitopes predicted for
NSP9 and NSP10 did not have a desired antigenicity value as
assessed by VaxiJen server. Therefore, it was decided that
the epitopes from these proteins be omitted from further
analysis and inclusion in the final vaccine construct. The
plausible toxicity of all the selected B and T cell epitopes
was examined using the ToxinPred server and all of them
were predicted to be safe and non toxic (Supplementary
Tables 5–7).

The selected epitopes (antigenic peptides) were coupled
together, utilizing the linkers to yield the vaccine candidate.
These linkers, not only assist in maintenance of construct
immunogenicity, but also in making the resulting protein
complex more flexible and stable (Ojha et al., 2020). The B
cell epitopes were linked using linkers ‘KK’ while the TH cell
and the TC cell epitopes were connected through ‘GPGPG’
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and ‘AAY’ linkers, respectively. Finally, the ‘EAAAK’ linker
joined the adjuvant – human beta defensin-3 (which is
known to augment a sturdy B and T cell response (Gupta et
al., 2020; Mohan et al., 2013)) to the assembled epitopes (at
the N terminal) for generating the complete vaccine con-
struct (Supplementary Figure 1). Thus, the final vaccine con-
struct comprised of beta defensin adjuvant coupled with
highly antigenic B and T cell epitopes from the viral NSP2,
NSP8, NSP13 (helicase), Nucleoprotein and RBD of spike
glycoprotein. On evaluating the generated vaccine construct
for its antigenicity, score values of 0.60 and 0.84 were
obtained by VaxiJen and ANTIGENpro respectively, confirm-
ing the strong immunogenic potential of the proposed multi
subunit vaccine. The antigenicity of the merged epitopes
was also tested by using either L7/L12 ribosomal protein and
the HABA protein, individually as adjuvants in place of
human beta defensin-3 and the antigenicity scores of 0.54
and 0.56 respectively, were obtained using the VaxiJen ser-
ver. However, using ANTIGENpro server the antigenic scores
did not alter significantly while utilizing each adjuvant indi-
vidually with the merged epitopes. Based on these observa-
tions, finally we decided to proceed with human beta
defensin-3 adjuvanted vaccine construct as our lead.

3.6. Physiochemical properties and safety assessment of
the designed vaccine construct

Various physicochemical properties were determined for the
vaccine construct using the ProtParam and PepCalc A tools.
Both the tools yielded acceptable physicochemical properties
for the vaccine construct. Briefly, the instability index was
found to be 20.26 (should be below 40) and the half-life of
the protein was predicted to be approximately- 30 h in mam-
malian reticulocytes, >20 h in yeast and >10 h in E. coli. The
calculated GRAVY (Grand average of hydropathicity) score
was �0.273, the value of aliphatic index of the protein was
77.4, the instability index (II) was determined to be 20.26,
and the construct was predicted to display good water solu-
bility. Additionally, the solubility upon recombinant expres-
sion was examined using the SOLpro tool, where the protein
was anticipated to be soluble with a probability score of
0.793223. Table 1 depicts all these properties, evaluated by
the mentioned tools.

The AlgPred server predicted the possible allergenicity for
the vaccine construct. It applies six methods (IgE mapping,
MEME/Mast motif, amino acid as well as dipeptide

composition based SVM modules, BLAST inspection on ARPs
and a hybrid approach that encompasses all these parame-
ters) for determination of protein allergenicity. Among these
methods, the SVM modules that take amino acid and dipep-
tide composition into consideration predicted the protein as
allergenic; whereas the hybrid approach, MEME/Mast motif,
BLAST search on ARPs and IgE surveying predictors classified
the vaccine construct as non-allergenic. In addition, evalu-
ation of the construct using the AllerTop and AllergenFP
servers also identified the protein to be non-allergenic.
Considering these results, the proposed vaccine candidate
can be indexed as a probable non allergen.

3.7. Topology prediction of the vaccine construct

The trans-membrane helix forming regions, or the membrane
spanning peptide portion of proteins are immunologically
non-accessible. The vaccine construct has no noteworthy
alpha-helix trans-membrane (TM) topology as concluded by
the TMHMM probability plot (Supplementary Figure 2A).
Using the TMPred web-server, where scores greater than 500
are considered as crucial for TM helix prediction, the pro-
posed vaccine construct exhibited three fragments, 89–110
(score 633) in inside-to-outside (i-o) orientation, 130–149
(score 562) in outside-to-inside (o-i) orientation and 283–301
(score 1064) inside-to-outside (i-o) orientation when com-
puted through the strongly preferred model (Supplementary
Figure 2B). Whereas the alternative model predicted two TM
helices, viz. 92–110 (score 1136) in outside-to-inside (o-i)
orientation and 283–301 (score 1064) in inside-to-outside (i-
o) orientation (Supplementary Figure 2B). The TOPCONS ser-
ver which utilizes six algorithms to detect TM helix was also
applied. Neither the TM helix nor a signal sequence was pre-
dicted in the vaccine construct by this server (Supplementary
Figure 2C).

3.8. MHC cluster analysis

The potential MHC I and MHC II allele interactions with the
epitopes in the vaccine candidate were examined by the
MHCcluster server. The relationship of the cluster of alleles
with the epitopes is represented in the form of a specificity
heat map and tree (Supplementary Figure 3). The red and
the yellow zone symbolize strong and weaker interactions
respectively.

Table 1. Predicted physicochemical properties of the vaccine construct.

Feature of the vaccine construct Assessment using ProtParam Assessment using PepCalc A

Number of amino acids 310 310
Molecular weight (g/mol) 33197.27 33196.88
Theoretical pI 9.79 10.16
Extinction coefficient (M�1 cm�1) 46800 42670
Estimated half-life 30 h (mammalian reticulocytes,

in vitro). >20 h (yeast, in vivo). >10 h
(Escherichia coli, in vivo)

–

Instability index 20.26 (stable) –
Aliphatic index 77.84 –
Grand average of hydropathicity (GRAVY) �0.273 –
Estimated solubility – Good water solubility
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3.9. Populations covered and conservation across SARS-
CoV-2 isolates

For an efficient vaccine outcome, the evaluation of HLA allele
distribution across the globe is important (Kar et al., 2020).
Therefore, the efficiency of the proposed vaccine construct
against the world population was investigated. The MHC
class I and MHC class II epitopes selected for the vaccine
construct displayed world population coverage of 80.35%
(Supplementary Table 9).

All the epitopes utilized in the vaccine construct were
evaluated for their conservancy against all the available
SARS-CoV-2 reference sequences. All of the epitopes were
observed to be conserved across the SARS-CoV-2 isolates
reported till date (Supplementary Tables 5–7), suggesting
that the proposed vaccine construct would be efficient glo-
bally, and that the mutation rates are extremely low for
these epitopes.

3.10. Tertiary structure prediction and quality assurance
of the designed candidate vaccine

The 3Dpro module of Scratch protein predictor, web-server
estimated the likely 3D configuration of the proposed vac-
cine candidate. On analysis by structure visualization tools
such as PyMol and UCSF Chimera, it was observed that the
designed multi-epitope vaccine majorly comprised of alpha
helices, with very little contribution from a beta sheet

structure. Structural refinement was performed by Modeller
9.24 and the refined structure (Figure 1A) was validated
using ProSA, PROCHECK and ERRAT2. ProSA estimates a glo-
bal quality score for the structure provided as input. The
structure is considered free of errors if the ProSA -z score
falls within a limit that is representative of native proteins
having similar number of residues. The ProSA score for the
fabricated vaccine construct’s structure was observed to be
�5.38 which falls well within the range, and thus was con-
firmed for its quality (Figure 1B and C). The PROCHECK gen-
erated Ramachandran plot validated the quality of the 3D
structure, as 96% of the residues were positioned in the
most favoured regions and only 0.4% of them were localized
in the disallowed regions (Figure 1D). The analysis by
ERRAT2 predicted the overall quality factor as 93.233 (signi-
fied as proportion of the protein for which the computed
rate of structural inaccuracy lies within the 95% elimination
limit) (Figure 1E).

3.11. Molecular docking of the vaccine construct with
TLR-3

For activation of an immune response, a suitable interaction
amidst the immune receptor and the antigen molecules is
essential. Therefore, to assure that the designed vaccine can-
didate is capable of associating with TLR-3, we performed a
docking study using HADDOCK web-server. HADDOCK

Figure 1. Structural validation of the refined modelled vaccine construct. (A) Refined tertiary structure of the vaccine protein. (B) ProSA Z-score (Overall model
quality). (C) ProSA graphical plot (Local model quality). (D) Ramachandran plot produced using PROCHECK. The zones displayed using different colors viz. red, yel-
low and light yellow depicts the most favoured regions (96%), additional allowed regions (3.2%), and disallowed regions (0.4%), respectively. (E) The ERRAT plot.
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clustered 40 structures of the docked complex in a total of 6
clusters, the cluster with the best statistics (RMSD values;
Van der Waals, Electrostatic and Desolvation energy values)
was found to have a Z score of �1.9 (lowest of all the clus-
ters). The more negative, the Z score, the better is the inter-
play between the receptor and the ligand. The details of the
topmost docked cluster are given in the Table 2 and the
binding of the vaccine candidate to TLR-3 is represented in
Figure 2.

3.12. MD Simulation

MD simulation for the docked complex of TLR-3 and the
designed vaccine was evaluated through trajectory study.
For the progression of 20 ns MD run, the stable trajectory
was perceived and the representative structures were
acquired. Different steps for energy minimization, pressure
and density equilibrium, and temperature persistence were
analysed (Supplementary Figure 4). The deviation of the
backbone atoms for simulated structures, comparative to the
starting structures, was utilized as a reference and was
assessed through RMSD (Figure 3A). A fluctuating RMSD pro-
file during the course of the simulation run suggests a flex-
ible and unstable interaction, or the variation in the force
field. The assessment of RMSD in Figure 3A reveals that the
RMSD fluctuation stabilizes around 10 ns into the MD simula-
tion and thus, the total time for simulation was adequate. In
the time frame 10–20 ns, the RMSD for TLR-3-vaccine candi-
date complex has an approximate value of about 0.7–0.8 nm.

The fundamental magnitude of this principle is attained
by evaluating the disparities arising from modifications of
each of the protein residues that majorly feature the most
flexible chain frames. Hence, we validated the residual fluctu-
ations by calculating the mean fluctuations for the stable tra-
jectory of the simulation. The RMSF evaluation of all protein
residues was attained in order to check the residues that
may have inclined to an enhancement in the RMSD results
(Figure 3B). Convincing fluctuations existed in the terminal
residues, few b-sheet regions along with the loops linking
the alternative b-sheets of TLR-3 (residues 330–350, and
490–550) to about 0.32 nm, and few a-helical sections of vac-
cine candidate (residues 130–210) to about 0.73 nm. Also, we
noticed that residues 299–355 of TLR-3 which form the bind-
ing segment for the corresponding vaccine candidate resi-
dues (175–272) showed comparatively reduced variation in
RMSF values after MD simulation. Interestingly, the binding
region for TLR-3 and the designed vaccine before and after
MD simulation was found to be similar, suggesting a strong

binding interaction of the vaccine designed withTLR-3, and
provides stability to the docked complex (Figure 4A). The
residues in the interface and the stability of the interactions
along the length of the simulations has been identified and
shown in the supplementary data (Supplementary Tables 10
and 11).

The radius of gyration investigation was achieved to
determine the modification in compactness of TLR-3 and the
designed vaccine throughout the MD run. The Rg plot shows
decrease in radius of gyration values and hence increase in
compactness of the protein complex, which persists after MD
simulation (Figure 3C). The compactness of the TLR-3 protein
complex is due to the strong binding interaction of the
designed vaccine. Similar observations were determined
through SASA analysis representing the solvent defined pro-
tein surface and its orientation through folding, making the
alterations in the exposed and buried regions of the surface
area of proteins. The SASA values for the simulation was
about 485 nm/S2/N after 15 ns (Figure 3D). Also, it remains
similar till 20 ns suggesting that TLR-3-vaccine solvation pro-
file shows a convincing SASA value indicating a stable struc-
ture and strong binding interaction with the
vaccine candidate.

Also, the hydrogen bond landscape with respect to the
simulation time was evaluated, which exposed the dynamic
equilibration of the complex trajectory with a high number
of hydrogen bonds, as shown in Figure 5. The consistent
high numbers of hydrogen bonds were perceived which con-
tributed significantly to the proximal binding of the designed
vaccine with the TLR-3 receptor. Further, these results are
strengthened by the vital contribution ofthe complex bind-
ing energies throughout the simulation run. These calcula-
tions along with consistent high binding energies and large
hydrogen bonds involvement demonstrate the stable bind-
ing of candidate vaccine with TLR-3.

Further, cluster analysis having a RMSD based cut-off
value of 0.25 nm confirmed the development of 17 distinct-
ive clusters for TLR-3 vaccine complex system. The most
dominant cluster attained after 10 ns of MD simulation is

Table 2. The scores procured from the molecular interaction of vaccine con-
struct with immune receptor TLR-3 utilizing the HADDOCK server.

HADDOCK score 120.3 ± 24.7
Cluster size 15
RMSD from the overall lowest-energy structure 27.5 ± 0.2
Van der Waals energy �90.7 ± 17.4
Electrostatic energy �305.1 ± 24.8
Desolvation energy �38.4 ± 5.4
Restraints violation energy 3103.9 ± 173.2
Buried Surface Area 3327.0 ± 246.9
Z-Score �1.9

Figure 2. Molecular interaction study of vaccine candidate with immune recep-
tor TLR3 using High Ambiguity Driven protein-protein docking
(HADDOCK) server.
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depicted in Supplementary Figure 5. Also, a secondary struc-
ture investigation of the stable trajectory was implemented
by the DSSP tool of GROMACS. The TLR-3-vaccine complex
was formed mainly of continuous coils and conserved
b-sheet regions as secondary structure elements infused with
various small segments of bend, a-helix, turn, and b-bridge
(Figure 4B). Both cluster analysis and secondary structure
interpretation reveals the conformational modifications
before and after simulations for TLR-3 vaccine com-
plex structure.

3.13. Immune simulation

The C-ImmSim server was utilized for immune simulation
study, which gives a picture of the possible immune
response on vaccine administration. The immune response
was generated for a single administration dose of the vac-
cine, for a total simulation time of �33 days as per the
default settings of the server. The peaks for IgG1 þ IgG2 and
IgM show a secondary and tertiary immune reaction along

with the presence of IgG þ IgM, all of which seems to peak
between 10-15 days with high titre (Figure 6A). The active B
cell population was stimulated, which peaks in around 8 days
and remains stagnant for many days (Figure 6B). Similarly,
the cell mediated immune response which is led by TC and
TH cells was also found to be high (Figure 6C and D). The
IFN- c level was also found to be inflated during vaccine
administration (Figure 6E). These results indicate a high prob-
abilityof generating a competent immune response which
can potentially control the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic.

3.14. Codon optimization and design of expression
vector

The vaccine construct was reverse translated into the corre-
sponding nucleotide sequence and codon optimization was
executed using the GenScript tool, which also predicts crucial
parameters to forecast the feasibility of recombinant protein
production in the host. The CAI value and GC content of the
sequence was 1 and 62.37% respectively, along with 0% CFD

Figure 3. The stability of TLR-3-vaccine candidate as predicted by molecular dynamics simulations. (A) Root mean square deviation (RMSD) profile. (B) Root mean
square fluctuation (RMSF) profile. (C) Radius of gyration (Rg) profile and (D) Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) profile. The comprehensive computational strat-
egy was utilized to attain insights towards the designed vaccine candidate antigenicity against TLR-3.
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of the gene in E. coli (Supplementary Figure 6). These out-
comes imply that the optimized nucleotide sequence is suit-
able for cloning and expression in E. coli (Mohammadi et al.,
2019). The expression vector carrying the vaccine construct
was designed using the WebDSV 2.0 server, utilizing the
pET28a (þ) expression vector’s HindIII and BamHI restriction
sites. The vector design is presented in the Figure 7.

4. Discussion

The severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-
CoV-2) has led to alarming numbers of fatalities across the
world causing a global health emergency. According to the
Milken Institute, COVID-19 Treatment and Vaccine Tracker, as
of 18th Mar, 2021, a total of 251 vaccines against SARS CoV-2

Figure 4. (A) Superimposed structure for the docked complex of TLR-3-designed vaccine candidate before simulation (cyan color) and after simulation (yellow
color), the simulated structure attained compact conformation due to the strong interaction of vaccine candidate into the binding pocket of TLR-3 receptor. (B)
The secondary structure analysis of the stable trajectory for TLR-3 receptor-vaccine candidate was performed by DSSP tool of GROMACS. Maximum of coil conform-
ation is attained (red color) and b-sheets (green).

Figure 5. (A) Depiction of the time evolution of the total number of hydrogen bonds between TLR-3 receptor and the surrounding solvent molecules throughout
the simulation time. (B) The statics of consistent high number of hydrogen bonds involved in strong binding of designed vaccine candidate to TLR-3 receptor with
respect to the simulation time.
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are underway in different stages of development. While the
World Health Organization, Draft landscape of COVID-19 can-
didate vaccines – of 16th Mar, 2021, a total of 82 candidate
vaccines are in the clinical phase evaluation while 182 candi-
date vaccines are in pre-clinical phase evaluation (Milken
Institute, 2020; World Health Organization, 2020). To the best
of our knowledge there are 4 vaccines in this cohort that are
utilizing the epitope-based approach for generation of
immunity against SARS CoV-2, and all of them are at the ini-
tial stages of development (Milken Institute, 2020; World
Health Organization, 2020). ImmunoPrecise Antibodies and
LiteVax BV have come together and developed a vaccine
candidate using the epitopes screened from the spike sur-
face glycoprotein (Milken Institute, 2020; Release, 2020;
World Health Organization, 2020). The St. Petersburg
Research Institute of Vaccines and Sera vaccine candidate
belongs to the Protein Subunit, Recombinant Protein,
Nanoparticles category and utilizes S-protein and other epit-
opes. This next generation candidate vaccine has been
included in the list of promising vaccines by the WHO
(Milken Institute, 2020; Release, 2020; World Health
Organization, 2020). The University of Bristol and its associ-
ated company Imophoron have established several leads
based on Imophoron’sADDomer# platform which is a syn-
thetic, self-assembling, virus-like particle (VLP) for delivery of
multiple immunogenic epitopes from SARS CoV-2 (Milken
Institute, 2020; World Health Organization, 2020). The
COVAXX’s vaccine candidate is the first and only truly multi

epitope peptide vaccine (MEPV) designed to provide protec-
tion against Covid-19. The COVAXX vaccine targets a crucial
antigen from the RBD of the spike glycoprotein, along with
other viral epitopes (from additional structural proteins) to
promote both humoral and cell-mediated memory responses.
This vaccine has progressed to the phase I trials in Sep, 2020
(Milken Institute, 2020; Solution & Status, 2021; World Health
Organization, 2020).

The development of an efficient and safe vaccine against
any particular pathogen, by utilizing the traditional methods
of vaccine generation, is a time-consuming process. Hence,
in silico approaches for vaccine design are gaining interest,
as they can potentially expedite the vaccine development
process, by providing lead constructs that can be further
verified for desired characteristics in future experimental
studies. Computational immunology or immunoinformatics,
utilizes computational strategies to investigate different
immunological events, along with the development of algo-
rithms for identifying potent B and T cell epitopes. The appli-
cation of immunoinformatics for designing multi-epitope
subunit vaccines, is a cost effective modus operandi against
infectious pathogens, displaying high degrees of specificity,
safety and stability values (De Groot et al., 2002; Nosrati
et al., 2017; Patronov & Doytchinova, 2013; Suhrbier, 1997).
Computational vaccinology technique has proven its value
against various infectious diseases. Utilizing the immunoin-
formatics strategies, many effective vaccines against patho-
gens like Chlamydia pneumoniae, Streptococcus pneumonia

Figure 6. In silico immune simulation results of the vaccine construct using C-ImmSim. (A) Immunoglobulin generation response on antigen injection. Various sub-
classes of immunoglobulin are depicted as colored peaks. (B) Active B-cell population observed after administrating the vaccine construct. (C) The demonstration
of the emergence of Helper-T cells. (D) The illustration of the production of cyototoxic-T cells on vaccine administration. In the graphs, RESTING implies to the cells,
which were not shown to the antigens while ANERGIC indicates the tolerance level of antigen. (E) Graph displaying the induced cytokine level after vaccine admin-
istration. The inset graph illustrates the Simpson Index, D of IL-2. Simpson Index, D was interpreted as the measurement of diversity.
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(Pourhajibagher & Bahador, 2016), Rickettsia prowazekii (Caro-
Gomez et al., 2014), enterotoxigenic E. coli (Mehla & Ramana,
2016) and Staphylococcus aureus (Delfani et al., 2015) have
emerged. Several groups have utilized this approach in
developing candidate vaccines to combat Covid-19. Most of
these immunoinformatics studies have focussed on predic-
tion of epitopes from a single protein, majorly the surface
spike glycoprotein (Abraham Peele et al., 2020; Bhatnager et
al., 2020; Bhattacharya et al., 2020; Kar et al., 2020; Naz et al.,
2020; Rahman et al., 2020; Samad et al., 2020; Sanami et al.,
2020) or a single category of proteins, either structural or
non-structural (Kalita et al., 2020; Ojha et al., 2020; Sarkar &
Ullah, 2020); relatively few are focused on a candidate that
utilizes both these classes of proteins (Ahmad et al., 2020;
Chauhan et al., 2021; Enayatkhani et al., 2021; Srivastava et
al., 2020; Tahir et al., 2020).Some others have employed only
CTL epitopes leaving the significant B-cell or HTL epitopes
(Mishra, 2020). In the present study we have proposed a non
allergenic and non toxic vaccine construct with acceptable
physiological properties, which is composed of highly
immunogenic B and T cell epitopes from two structural and
three non-structural proteins of SARS-CoV-2. In comparison
to our study with other similar reports where both classes of
proteins have been utilized (Ahmad et al., 2020; Chauhan et

al., 2021; Enayatkhani et al., 2021; Srivastava et al., 2020), we
found that our proposed candidate exhibits enhanced
immunogenic potential on account of its predicted antige-
nicity score. Moreover, the combinations of proteins/epitopes
that we have utilized have not been explored by any other
immunoinformatics study so far.

In the present study, we have exploited immunoinfor-
matics to delineate a novel multi-epitope subunit vaccine
against the deadly SARS-Cov-2. For this purpose, five vital
proteins displaying significant immunogenicity and no hom-
ology to humans were selected. Although helicase displayed
22.4% sequence identity to the human protein ZGRF1 iso-
form, but since the chances of cross reactivity are negligible
when the sequence similarity is below 40% between the
pathogen and human (Ojha et al., 2020), helicase was consid-
ered for the study. Similarly, the nucleoprotein displayed
55.56% identity with the human immunoglobin heavy chain
junction region, but with a meagre 4% query coverage value
and a high E value of 5.4, this similarity was considered insig-
nificant. In order to generate an effective humoral and cellu-
lar immune response by a vaccine candidate, the epitopes
ought to be accessible to B cells as well as MHC I and MHC
II molecules (Patra et al., 2020). Therefore, B and T cell epito-
pes were mapped using online web servers. In order to cover

Figure 7. Recombinant pET28a(þ) expression vector carrying the vaccine construct.
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largest achievable population coverage, the full HLA refer-
ence set was selected for HTL epitopes identification and
supertypes A2, A3 and B7, which jointly enclose about 88%
population worldwide were chosen for CTL determination
(Ojha et al., 2020; Sette & Sidney, 1999; Shen et al., 2018).
Based on either ranking or highest score (B cell), lowest per-
centile rank and IC50 value (HTL) and high score (CTL), the
best possible epitopes were selected. These epitopes were
once again scrutinized for antigenicity individually, and only
those epitopes which displayed significant antigenicity
potential were carried forward in the investigation. These
antigenic epitopes were further evaluated for toxicity. .
Fortunately, none of the selected epitope displayed toxicity
potential. . These epitopes were then used to generate the
vaccine construct using appropriate linkers. The vaccine con-
struct was also evaluated for its antigenicity along with their
physicochemical properties and allergenicity. The proposed
vaccine construct displayed significant antigenicity using two
online web servers (VaxiJen and ANTIGENpro), and did not
exhibit any unacceptable characteristics. The evaluation of
trans-membrane forming regions in the vaccine construct,
which represents an inaccessible portion for B cells, showed
absence of any such domains. The MHC class-I alleles and
MHC class-II alleles cluster analysis was performed to func-
tionally cluster them in accordance with their predicted bind-
ing specificity and to infer their association with each other.
Moreover, the population coverage and conservancy analysis
suggested that the proposed vaccine construct would be
efficient for the entire world population infected with differ-
ent SARS-CoV-2 isolates.

The structure corresponding to the protein sequence of
the vaccine candidate was envisaged by 3Dpro tool, which
showed it to have majorly an alpha helical conformation.
The generated structure was refined to remove biophysical
and topological errors via energy minimization through
Modeller 9.24. The refined structure so generated was
observed to be convincing for further computational experi-
ments. The ProSA Z score was noticed to be within the dis-
tinctive range for a native protein. The Ramachandran plot
generated through PROCHECK validated the quality of the
structure. The modelled vaccine candidate displayed only
0.4% of the residues in disallowed regions, thereby indicating
minimum steric hindrance created among side chain and
main chain atoms. Further, the ERRAT server analysis, which
identifies the arrangement of non-bonded atomic interac-
tions, was carried out. The ERRAT score (93.233), which is an
indicator of overall quality suggests that a high quality
model is produced.

Previous reports suggest that mice in which TLR-3 and
TLR-4 are absent, are more prone to SARS-CoV contagion
when compared to the mice possessing them (Totura et al.,
2015). The TLR-3 trigger could suppress the production of
neurotropic MHV-A59, MHV-JHM, and MHV-3 strains of
Mouse Hepatitis Virus (MHV), the model of betacoronavi-
ruses, conventionally used to study human diseases. TLR 3 is
also known to play crucial role in providing protection
against several viruses such as hepatitis B, human simplex
virus and lethal influenza virus (Mazaleuskaya et al., 2012).

Additionally, it is observed that TLR-3 recognises viral RNA
that is produced during the replication cycle of most viruses
and this activation of TLR-3 further triggers appropriate host
antiviral immune responses (Christopher & Wong, 2012;
Iwasaki & Yang, 2020). The role of TLR3 is also particularly
important because, unlike the other TLR’s it does not utilize
a common signalling pathway for triggering anti-viral activ-
ities, and thus can provide a broader functional innate
immune response (Christopher & Wong, 2012). Based on
these observations, the vaccine construct was evaluated for
the likelihood of its interaction with TLR-3 using the
HADDOCK server. On performing docking, 6 clusters of the
docked complexes were obtained. Cluster 1 with the best
statistics was observed to have a Z score of �1.9, the lowest
value attained among all the clusters, indicating a high effi-
ciency binding. In sum, the designed vaccine construct/pro-
tein was successful in binding with the human TLR-3
immune receptor with a good docking score. Furthermore,
the docking complex of TLR-3 and designed vaccine got sta-
bilized within �10ns into the simulation, and the 20 ns simu-
lation trajectory conformation displayed negligible
topological variations in the range of 0.7–0.8 nm. The residue
network of the interacting substructure of TLR-3 and the
designed vaccine was found quite similar during and after
the run, and it reliably confirms the topological stability. The
increased compactness of the complex indicates a strong
binding of TLR-3 and the designed vaccine. The difference
between the exposed and buried surface area and a strong
hydrogen-bonding network further affirms the significant
potential of the designed vaccine.

By carrying out the immune simulation experiment,
which mimics the innate framework of an immune system,
the immune response from the major stakeholders of the
immune system namely, B cells and T cells which are
involved in humoral and cellular responses, respectively, at
a single dose against the SARS-Cov-2 multi-epitope subunit
vaccine was affirmed (Ojha et al., 2020). The outcome from
this study indicates a powerful immune reaction by the
proposed vaccine construct. Finally, in order to push the
proposed vaccine construct towards laboratory evaluation, it
is crucial that the optimum-level of protein expression in
hosts such as E. coli could be achieved. Therefore, CAI, CFD,
and GC content of the gene are some of the variables that
need to be optimized. Our results very well support the
proposed vaccine construct gene in this regard (Nosrati et
al., 2019).

5. Conclusions

In sum, the study indicates that the proposed vaccine can-
didate bears competent structural, acceptable physiochem-
ical and desirable immunological attributes that can elicit a
powerful humoral and cellular immune reaction and there-
fore should be pushed as a prospective lead candidate for
further in vitro and in vivo investigations against SARS-
CoV-2.
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